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GPU Nuclear Corporation
- 1 Nuclear c;;::;"::::.us.

5.31-316-7000
TELEX 1M-482
Writer's R.xt Dial Numcer:

May 18,1988
5000-88-1556

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Attention : Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen :

Subject : Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Generic Letter 83-28

Pursuant to your letter of January 22, 1988 addressing Item 2.2 of Generic
Letter 83-28, pleai.e find attached GPU Nuclear's response to the request fcr
additional information. It should be noted that this response _is consistent
with Revision 2 of the 00A Plan stMitted for your review and approval on
April 15,1988. Should there be at questions, please contact Mr. M,W.
Laggart at (201) 316-7968.

,

Ve truly yours,

f
j
g R. F. Wilson j

Vice President
Technical Functions

RFW/JDL/pa t6343f)

) cc: Mr. William T. Russell, Administrator
Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA. 19406

NRC Resident Inspector
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Forked River, N.J. 08731

Mr. Alex Dromerick j Ig
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission O,

Washington, D.C. 20555 $ ,

f8805260221 880518
PDR ADOCK 05000219 n n is a sutrsd ary of General PutWc Utit es Corporat.on
P DCD |
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ATTACHMENT

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

GENERIC LETTER 83-28

1. _ Item C.2.1 (Program): i

.Guideli ne :

Licensees / applicants should confim that an equipment classification
program exists which provides assurance that 311 safety-related
components are designated as safety-related on plant documents such as
drawings, procedures, system descriptions, test and maintenance
instructions, operating procedures, and information F41dling systems so
that personnel who perfom activities that affect suca safaty-related
components are aware that they are working on safety-related components
and are guided by safety-related procedures and constraints.

Evaluation:

The license failed to state that his equipment quality classification
list includes all safety-related components or that it forms a single,
consistent and unambiguous source of classification infomation as
specifically requested by sub-item 2.2.1.2.

Conclusion :

Tne licensee's response is incomplete. They should complete their
program by revising their response to include all safety-related
components and to describe how the information system is controlled as
requested in sub-i tem 2.2.1.2.

Response:

GPUN has completed the myiew of the classified systems listed in the
QCL and broken those systems down to the component level (pumps,
valves, cabinets, instruments and equipment). The components were then
classified based on their function (Nuclear Safety Related or

Regulatory Required or Other). There are approximately 25,000
components at Oyster Creek, of which approximately 5,000 are classified
NSR or RR. As modifications are made to the plant, new components are
classified in accordance with procedure EP-011 "Quality Classification
Li st" .

The new component classification system includes requirements for
marking documentation. Procedures established for document control
prescribe the following requirements:

a. Drawings, design descriptions and specifications for items, parts
a,d materials designated as Nuclear Safety Related shall be
.3aTKdd as ' uch.

,

b. Documents which prescribe Sow to perfom activities related to
NSR/RR Components are marked as within "QA Plan Scope". These
documents typically are those termed policies, pitO and
procedures.
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Th9 concern that personnel perform differently when they are aware that
they are working on NSR or RR components and are therefore guided by
procedures within the scope of the QA Plan is not the focus we prefer.
Rather, GPUN perscnnel are to follow procedures to perform tasks
regardless of the classification of the procedure, therefore this
awareness is not necessary for-the worker.

2. Item 2.2.1.2 (Information Handling System):

G_uideli ne :

The licensee's response should confirm that the equipment
classification program includes an information handling system that is
used to identify safety-related equipment and components. Approved
procedures which govern its development, maintenance, and validation
should exist.

Evaluation :

The licensee's response identified their information handling system as
a listing of safety-related components and described how it was
originally prepared. The response did not describe how new
safety-related items are entered on the list, how changes in the
classification of listed items are made, how the listed items are
verified, how unauthorized changes to the listing are prevented nor how
the listing is maintained as a single, consistent, and unambiguous
source of component classification information.

Concl usion :

The licensee should supplement their response to describe procedures
which control how the list of components is revised, validated, how
unauthorized changes are prevented and how the listing is maintained as
a single, consistent and unambiguous source of component classification
info rmation.

Response:

New items are classified and added to the Quality Classification List
via a Quality Classification form provided in 5000-ADM-7313.02 (EP-11)
"Quality Classification List". A review for classification is required

for new components to determine their classification (namely Nuclear
Safety Related, Regulatory Required or Other). This is done concurrent

[

with the assignment of equipment tag numbers. Since the group
responsible for the tagging of components is also in the same group
that is responsible for maintaining the QCL, close coordination is

|

| achieved. Once the component is reviewed by the Engineering
l organizations responsible, it is sent to the Qualification
| Classification Group for review and entry into the computerized
| database which contains the classified structures, systems and

components. The original development program for components has been
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reviewed by the Quality Classification Group in accordance with
procedure 5000-ADM-7313.02 (EP-11). The on-going validation is
performed by independently reviewing the originating organizations
classification data in accordance with EP-11 by the Quality _ )Classification group. The only group whicil has the computer security |

to edit the computerized database is the Quality Classification Group. !
The computerized database is the single source of information j

concerning -classi fication. The methodology for classification is <

consistently applied through the application. of 5000-A0M-7313.02 I

(EP-il).
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